
ON, BOOMER!
filter hunting with electric cars

team nude



TARGET GROUP
Primary target audience: Gen Z

Secondary target audience: Gen X

& Boomers

MEDIA CONSUMPTION
For social media, members of Gen Z

gravitate toward Instagram,

Snapchat, and YouTube, according

to a survey by Be Social.*

CHALLENGE
Using Gen Z as a channel to

educate Gen X & Boomers about

sustainability and e-mobility.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
65% of Gen Z would prioritise travel

and experiencing the world over

investing in material things.**

*Source: Magyar tinik a neten (Be Social, 2019)
**Source: Booking

STRATEGIC BACKGROUND

https://besocial.hu/magyar_tinik_a_neten/be_social_Magyar_Tinik_a_Neten_2019_02_13_grafikonok.pdf
https://partner.booking.com/en-gb/blog/gen-z-prioritise-travel-over-material-possessions


 

Ref lect ing to the v i ra l  OK BOOMER

t rend (ongoing conf l ict  between

generat ions on social  media)  and

switch i ts  goal  to br ing generat ions

closer ,  instead of div iding them from

each other.

CREATIVE IDEA



# O N B O O M E R
 

We wi l l  s tart  a movement to

involve parents and

chi ldren to the wor ld of  

 e-mobi l i ty  on an energet ic

way.

INTRODUCING



TEASER
PERIOD

CLEAN GRAFFIT I

We will place #ONBOOMER reverse

graffitis around the biggest cities of

Hungary.

INFUENCERS

Relevant influencers will spread the

word about the upcoming movement

only by using #ONBOOMER.

PR STUNT

Media starts guessing what

#ONBOMMER is.



CAMPAIGN
KICK-OFF

#ONBOOMER REVEAL

On International World Day (April 22), we reveal

special #ONBOOMER Snapchat filters which are

only available at the E.ON charging points. By

calling our target group to collect them all, and

share geofiltered snaps, they create measurable

user generated content, and start to discover the

fun of e-mobility. 

 

 

 

 



Snapchat geofilter



INFUENCERS

Influencers will join

to the filter-hunting

and create content

about their journeys

on Instagram and

Youtube.

Media for #genZ

 SOCIAL MEDIA

ADS

Personalized

messages and

creatives to engage

tartget group.

EARNED

MEDIA

User generated

content on

Snapchat,

Instagram,

Youtube, and

earned PR. 

SNAP MAP

Snapchat shows

locations on Snap

map where lot of

snaps being

uploaded in the

same time.   

Planning with only sustainable media resources could be a good PR stunt



SPONSORSHIP

We launch

#ONBOOMER app

powered by E.ON

and GreenGo, so

parents can try

electric cars and

also they can

support the filter-

hunting with a

sustainable family

trip.

Media for #boomers 

PAID PR

We will provide

details and findings

through PR about

#ONBOOMER

movement and how

e-mobility affects

our environment.

CLEAN

GRAFFIT I

We will complete 

#ONBOOMER

reverse ads with

"this ad shows how

clean could be this

building if we use

e-cars. Discover e-

mobility powered by

E.ON."

OWNED

MEDIA

Promoting the

topic by owned

media with a

strong SEO and

hashtag strategy

revolving around

Gen X and e-

mobility.

Planning with only sustainable media resources could be a good PR stunt
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KPIs

total REACH

# of geo-filter users

# of #ONBOOMER

# of app users

# of social buzz

 

CAMPAIGN PERIOD

April – June 2020

(1,5 months)

 

CAMPAIGN BUDGET

30.000.000 HUF 

(including

production cost)


